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ABSTRACT
Both common and rare genetic variants (minor allele frequency > 1% and < 0.1% respectively) have

been implicated in the aetiology of schizophrenia. In this study, we integrate single-cell gene

expression data with publicly available Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS) and exome

sequenced data in order to investigate in parallel, the enrichment of common and (ultra-)rare

variants related to schizophrenia in several functionally relevant gene sets. Four types of gene sets

were constructed 1) protein-truncating variant (PTV)-intolerant (PI) genes 2) genes expressed in

brain cell types and neurons ascertained from mouse and human brain tissue 3) genes defined by

synaptic function and location and 4) intersection genes, i.e., PI genes that are expressed in the

human and mouse brain cell gene sets. We show that common as well as (ultra-)rare schizophrenia-

associated variants are overrepresented in PI genes, in excitatory neurons from the prefrontal cortex

and hippocampus, medium spiny neurons, and genes enriched for synaptic processes. We also

observed stronger enrichment in the intersection genes. Our findings suggest that across the allele

frequency spectrum, genes and genetic variants likely to be under stringent selection, and those

expressed in particular brain cell types, are involved in the same biological pathways influencing the

risk for schizophrenia.
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INTRODUCTION
Schizophrenia is a severe and highly heritable psychiatric disorder with onset in late adolescence or

early adulthood. It is associated with early mortality and greatly reduced fertility

1, 2

, which put

selective pressure on genetic variants related to schizophrenia. Despite apparent negative selection,

3

schizophrenia remains highly heritable, with a relatively high prevalence . Its severe clinical

presentation and persistence despite negative selection make understanding the nature of the

genetic effects on schizophrenia essential.

There is abundant evidence that both common (minor allele frequency > 1%) and rare genetic

variants are related to schizophrenia

4-6

, with the effects of the variants inversely correlated to their

frequency. Rare novel variants can have larger effect, while common variants can only persist in the

presence of negative selection if their effects are small

7, 8

. However, common variants, despite

smaller individual effects, collectively explain a substantial proportion of the total genetic variance in

6, 9

schizophrenia

. The presence of negative selection results in extreme polygenicity where

substantial portions of the genome carry variants with tiny individual effects on schizophrenia, yet

only critical (core) genes when perturbed by an influential mutation would strongly impact the

10

disorder

.

The genetic architecture of schizophrenia has forced two separate lines of enquiry into its genetic

aetiology. Genome wide associations studies (GWAS) have successfully targeted common variant

with small individual effects

6, 11, 12

. Importantly, they have resulted in valuable leads for functional

follow-up studies of individual loci. For example, in-depth study of the lead genome wide hit for SCZ

in the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) locus has implicated complement component 4 (C4)

gene expression and possibly synaptic pruning in puberty in the aetiology of schizophrenia

further analysis of the schizophrenia locus in the

13

. While

SLC39A8 gene implicated manganese (Mn) related

brain phenotypes in the aetiology of schizophrenia

14

.
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At the same time, whole exome sequencing (WES) has been used to identify rare mutations with

larger effects. Since the variants of interest are rare, these studies require equally large samples. To

reduce the multiple testing burden, early research has focused on specific classes of variants for

which one can assume a deleterious (risk increasing) effect a-priori. Specifically, researchers have

leveraged modest sample sizes by focusing on

singleton (i.e. only observed once) variants in genes

intolerant to mutations, that are predicted to be protein-truncating variants (PTVs) (i.e. disruptive

and likely lead to loss of gene function). These variants and genes are the ones most likely to

increase the risk of schizophrenia when perturbed by a mutation of consequence

4, 15-17

. This has been

borne out by results from these studies, with a recent study implicating 10 genes in which ultra-rare

4

variants are significantly associated with schizophrenia .

These parallel lines of genetic inquiry based on different analytical strategies share a common goal:

increased understanding of the neuro-biology of schizophrenia. Subsequently, functional genomic

analyses are crucial for understanding the pathways and mechanisms via which these disorder-

associated genetic variants may act. Functional analyses of common variants from GWAS have

implicated the brain and brain-expressed genes in the aetiology of schizophrenia

6, 11

. WES studies,

which make it possible to test for a burden of rare variants across shared functional units such as

genes or gene sets, have similarly implicated the brain in schizophrenia aetiology

15, 16

. More recently,

high throughput single-cell RNA sequencing techniques, which are able to provide expression

profiles of individual brain cells at greater resolution, have been developed. They allow prioritization

of specific brain cell types associated with disorders or traits. Single-cell expression data of mouse

and human brain cells reveal that disorder-associated common and rare variants are enriched in

genes expressed in (excitatory) neurons more than in other (non-neuronal) brain cells

4, 18, 19

.

In this preregistered study (https://osf.io/uyv2s), we integrated single-cell gene expression data with

results from GWAS and exome sequenced data in order to investigate, in parallel, the enrichment of

common and (ultra-)rare variants related to schizophrenia in specific brain cell types. We
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investigated whether trait-associated common and (ultra-)rare variants were enriched in classes of

genes that are functionally relevant for schizophrenia. These included sets of genes expressed in

different brain cell types and neurons, as well as PTV-intolerant (PI) genes, i.e. genes under stringent

selection. As synaptic functions have previously been implicated in the aetiology of schizophrenia,

we included gene sets based on synaptic processes and composition. Finally, we investigated gene

sets made up of the intersection of PI genes and the brain expressed genes (i.e. PI genes that are

expressed in the brain) as these are potentially smaller gene sets rich in genes related to the biology

of schizophrenia and therefore of considerable value in follow-up analysis, if proven relevant. By

synchronizing the functional analyses across common and rare variants, the current study attempts

to answer two questions: 1) Do common and (ultra-)rare variant gene set and cell type enrichment

analyses converge to similar results for schizophrenia and if so, 2) What gene sets are implicated

across both (ultra-)rare and common variant analyses? The current analyses may shed light on

whether common and (ultra-)rare variants reveal unique aspects of the aetiology of schizophrenia,

or implicate the same pathways.
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METHODS

Data and sources
GWAS data
To identify gene sets enriched for common variants, we obtained summary data from large publicly

available GWAS results of schizophrenia in individuals of European ancestry

11

, as well as those of

9

East Asian ancestry .

Exome sequencing data
To identify gene sets enriched for (ultra-)rare variants, we obtained genotype and phenotype data

from the Swedish Schizophrenia Exome Sequencing Project

15

, a case-control sample of 12380

unrelated Swedish individuals. Cases primarily had diagnoses of schizophrenia, although a small

proportion of individuals were diagnosed with bipolar disorder. See data availability for more

information on this data set.

Gene sets
Protein-truncating variant (PTV)-intolerant (PI) genes were obtained from the Genome Aggregation

Database (gnomAD), and ascertained using the probability of loss-of-function intolerance (pLI)

metric. We selected genes with pLI > 0.9, producing a list of 3063 genes

20

.

Human brain cell gene sets were based on single-nucleus RNA-sequence (snRNA-seq) data generated

21

on the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project brain tissues

. We included a total of 14 cell types

as ascertained in the study referenced. Sources and processing of expression data are described

there. Excluding sporadic genes and genes with low expression, for the 14 cell types we selected the

top 1600 (roughly 15%) differentially expressed genes in each cell type, which likely cover all, or

most, genes that have a vital function in a specific cell type.
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Mouse brain cell gene sets were based on data obtained from a previous study

19

. Extensive

description of sources and processing of expression data are described there. In that study, cells

were assigned to level 1 classification, with subtypes of level 1 assigned as level 2 on the basis of

single-cell RNA-sequence (scRNA-seq) data and clustering analyses. We focused our analyses on the

24 level 1 gene sets. As the scRNA-seq data were from mouse brains, we mapped the gene homologs

using the human-mouse homolog reference from Mouse Genome Informatics. Similar to the human

brain gene sets, we selected the top 1600 differentially expressed genes in each cell type.

Synaptic gene sets were selected based on synaptic gene ontology from the SynGo database

22

,

including gene sets defined by cellular component, i.e. the location in which the genes are active, or

by biological process, i.e. the synaptic processes/functions they influence. In order to ensure that

gene sets were powered enough to detect significant effects, we selected only gene sets containing

50 or more genes, resulting in a total of 35 gene sets.

PI x brain cell gene sets contained the intersection genes that are PTV-intolerant and are present in

each human and mouse brain cell gene set. Although the PI x brain cell type are smaller than either

the PI-gene set or the brain cell type specific gene set, they are potentially more strongly enriched

given the genes are (1) relevant to brain function and (2) under strong negative selection.

In total 112 different gene sets were included in the analyses. All genes included in each gene set are

available in Supplementary Table 1.

Common variant analyses
Common variant enrichment was evaluated using competitive analyses in MAGMA (v1.08b)

23

.

MAGMA is a commonly used program for gene and gene set analysis that applies the principles of

linear regression. It works by first computing gene-level associations in which

p-values for individuals

SNPs around a gene are averaged, while taking linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure into account. LD

is estimated using ancestry-appropriate reference panels for each population investigated. We used
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the European panel of 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 for LD estimation in the GWAS based on

individuals of European ancestry, and the East Asian panel in the GWAS based on individuals of East

Asian ancestry. Subsequently, gene-based

p-values were converted to z scores to test associations

between each gene set and schizophrenia diagnosis. For each GWAS summary dataset, we excluded

SNPs with INFO <0.8, as well as duplicate SNPs. Gene location information with start and stop sites

were obtained from the MAGMA website, with no windows specified around the genes.

Rare variant analyses
Analyses of exome sequenced data including QC was mainly performed using Hail 0.2 (Hail Team.

Hail 0.2.62-84fa81b9ea3d. https://github.com/hail-is/hail/commit/84fa81b9ea3d). QC generally

followed those described in a previous study

16

, as well as those detailed here:

https://astheeggeggs.github.io/BipEx/index.html. Full description, including variant annotation and

(ultra-)rare variant definitions are provided in the Supplementary text.

Gene set (association) analyses
We assessed (ultra-)rare variant enrichment in each gene set using logistic regression, testing the

association between the burden of (ultra-)rare variants, and schizophrenia diagnosis. Sex and 10

genetic PCs were included as covariates in each set of analyses. We excluded individuals who were

more than 4 median absolute deviations from the study specific median number of synonymous

(ultra-)rare variants. The significance threshold was set to 5% false discovery rate in analyses across

all gene sets per variant allele frequency.

We deviated from the pre-registration outlined by omitting parallel analyses for autism spectrum

disorder. As analyses of autism exome sequence data unexpectedly required considerably more

processing than the schizophrenia dataset, publication of the current valuable results for

schizophrenia would be unreasonably delayed.
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RESULTS

Common variants
We used MAGMA to evaluate the enrichment of common schizophrenia-associated variants in PI

genes, as well as genes expressed in brain cells and synapses. In the European sample,

schizophrenia-associated common variants were strongly enriched in PI genes, as well as genes

highly expressed in human brain cells. Enrichment in genes expressed in mouse brain cells was also

present across the different cell types, but not to the same extent as the human brain cells. Across

brain cell types, we observed higher association betas at the intersection of PI and brain cell

expressed genes suggesting stronger enrichment, although confidence intervals were largely

overlapping (Figure 1). Wider standard errors in these analyses likely reflect the loss of power from

selecting only intersecting genes. Across the human brain cell types analysed, enrichment was

strongest for genes expressed in excitatory neurons from the hippocampus (pyramidal and granule)

and prefrontal cortex, as well as GABAergic interneurons and oligodendrocyte cells. In mouse brain

cells enrichment was strongest in pyramidal cortical and hippocampal neurons, as well as medium

spiny neurons (a type of GABAergic neuron). Again we observed more significantly enriched gene

sets in the PI and mouse brain interaction gene sets, additionally implicating dopaminergic, and

serotonergic neurons as well as interneurons. Finally, we observed significant enrichment in genes

associated with synaptic processes. Common variants were most enriched in postsynaptic cellular

components and biological processes. The standard errors for these associations were wide, likely

due to the lower number of genes per gene set (Supplementary Figure 1).

In analyses of individuals of East-Asian ancestry we observed a similar pattern of results as the in the

analyses of European individuals, in that there was stronger enrichment at the intersection of PI and

brain cell expressed genes. However, we only observed significant enrichment in four gene sets,

including the PI gene set (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3). This may have been related to power as

this GWAS had a smaller sample size.
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Figure 1 Common variant enrichment in PI and brain cell gene sets
.

. Red stars denote significant

gene sets after multiple testing correction. ASC=astrocytes, exCA1/exCA3=pyramidal neurons from

the Hippocampal

Cornu Ammonis regions, exDG=granule neurons from the Hippocampal dentate

gyrus region, exPFC1/exPFC2=pyramidal neurons from the prefrontal cortex,

GABA1/GABA2=GABAergic interneurons. Although not included in the figure, the synaptic gene sets

were included in multiple testing correction.
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(Ultra-)rare variants
After QC, 10592 individuals (4623 cases and 5969 controls) were included in the ultra-rare variants

analyses, while 10553 individuals (4603 cases and 5950 controls) were included in the rare variant

analyses. The sample sizes were different across both sets of analyses due to the exclusion of

individuals who were more than 4 median absolute deviations from the study specific median

number of synonymous variants. We tested the association between the burden of rare (AF < 0.1%)

or ultra-rare PTVs and schizophrenia diagnosis. Ultra-rare variants were those observed in 1 out of

188,023 individuals (our sample + gnomAD + DiscovEHR). Schizophrenia cases had a significantly

higher burden of both ultra-rare (β = 0.082, SE = 0.017,

0.007,

P = 2.79 x 10-6) and rare (β = 0.026, SE =

P = 0.0004) PTVs compared to controls. As a negative control, burden scores for synonymous

variants were computed, which were not significantly different between cases and controls for ultra-

rare (β = 0.013, SE = 0.009,

P = 0.151) or rare (β = 0.0008, SE = 0.002, P = 0.718) variants.

Next, we assessed (ultra-)rare variant enrichment in each gene set using logistic regression, testing

the association between the burden of (ultra-)rare variants and schizophrenia diagnosis. Both rare

and ultra-rare variants were significantly enriched in PI genes. Overall, there was greater enrichment

of ultra-rare PTVs compared to rare PTVs across gene sets analysed. Similar to common variants,

enrichment of rare and ultra-rare PTVs was greater at the intersection of PI genes and genes

expressed in mouse and human brain cells (Figure 2), though in this case there was more enrichment

of genes expressed in mouse brain cells compared to human brain cells. Across the brain cell types,

enrichment was again strongest for genes expressed in excitatory neurons from the hippocampus

and prefrontal cortex, as well as GABAergic interneurons, oligodendrocyte cells, and medium spiny

neurons. We also observed enrichment in synaptic genes (Supplementary Figure 4). Complete

regression results for PTVs and synonymous variants are described in Supplementary Tables 2 – 5.
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Figure 2 (Ultra-)rare variant enrichment in PI and brain cell gene sets
.

. Red stars denote significant

gene sets after multiple testing correction. ASC=astrocytes, exCA1/exCA3=pyramidal neurons from

the Hippocampal

Cornu Ammonis regions, exDG=granule neurons from the Hippocampal dentate

gyrus region, exPFC1/exPFC2=pyramidal neurons from the prefrontal cortex,

GABA1/GABA2=GABAergic interneurons. Although not included in the figure, the synaptic gene sets

were included in multiple testing correction.
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Convergence of enrichment across allele frequency spectrum
We investigated whether common and (ultra-)rare variants converged to similar results by rank

correlating the association betas across the three allele frequencies for each gene set. We also

evaluated overlapping gene set enrichment across the allele frequency spectrum.

We observed moderate to high correlations of effect sizes across the three pairs of comparisons.

Correlation estimates ranged from 0.515 to 0.740, and from 0.561 to 0.802 when weighted by the

inverse of standard errors from each association estimate (weighting precise estimates more heavily

than imprecise estimates when comparing across common and rare enrichment results) (Figures 3 –

5). Additionally, 16 gene sets were significantly enriched across all three allele frequencies,

implicating PI genes, medium spiny neurons, and pyramidal neurons from the mouse brain, as well

as multiple intersection gene sets, across the allele frequency spectrum. 28 gene sets were

significantly enriched across common and ultra-rare variants, 17 across rare and ultra-rare variants,

and 16 across common and rare variants.
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Figure 3 Correlation between gene set enrichment in common vs ultra-rare variants
.

. Point sizes

represent the weight assigned to each correlation estimate, obtained by calculating the inverse of

the product of both standard errors. Correlation estimate is 0.537, while weighted correlation is

0.708. Labelled gene sets are significantly enriched across both common and rare variants
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Figure 4 Correlation between gene set enrichment in rare vs ultra-rare variants
.

. Point sizes

represent the weight assigned to each correlation estimate, obtained by calculating the inverse of

the product of both standard errors. Correlation estimate is 0.740, while weighted correlation is

0.802. Labelled gene sets are significantly enriched across both common and rare variants
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Figure 5 Correlation between gene set enrichment in common vs rare variants
.

. Point sizes

represent the weight assigned to each correlation estimate, obtained by calculating the inverse of

the product of both standard errors. Correlation estimate is 0.515, while weighted correlation is

0.561. Labelled gene sets are significantly enriched across both common and rare variants
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DISCUSSION
We used GWAS and whole exome analyses of schizophrenia to investigate whether common and

(ultra-)rare PTV enrichment converge to similar results in terms of what gene sets are implicated

across analyses. We observed partial convergence across the gene sets significantly enriched for

common and (ultra-)rare variants, in that multiple gene sets were significantly enriched across all

three variant classes. Enrichment analyses implicated mainly excitatory neurons from the prefrontal

cortex and hippocampus, medium spiny neurons, and GABAergic neurons, as well as PI genes,

synaptic components, and processes. Moreover, across all three allele frequencies, enrichment was

stronger in the gene sets containing the intersection of brain cell types and PI genes compared to

the brain cell gene sets.

Brain cell enrichment findings are consistent with findings from previous analyses of both common

and (ultra-)rare variants associated with schizophrenia

4, 6, 18, 19

. Overlapping significant enrichment

between ultra-rare and common variants provides additional evidence of some convergence in

genes and biological mechanisms implicated by genetic variants across the allelic spectrum. Recent

analyses showed significant enrichment of ultra-rare variants in genes implicated by schizophrenia

GWAS, and that two genes implicated in rare variant analyses also showed associations in the

4

schizophrenia GWAS . Additionally, we showed that genes likely to be under stringent selection (PI

genes) are implicated in both common and (ultra-)rare variants, while stronger enrichment in the

intersection of brain cell types and PI genes suggests that PI genes are generally important, but even

more so in these cell types. These gene sets, particularly the intersection gene sets, potentially

provide a manageable set of genes and biological processes to target for follow-up analyses.

An important factor to consider in light of our and similar findings, is how much progress the results

represent with regards to disease biology. Analyses of common variant cell-type enrichment support

current distinctions between neurological disorders like Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease,

versus psychiatric disorders, as they have shown different association patterns. Parkinson’s disease
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has implicated cholinergic and monoaminergic neurons, Alzheimer’s disease has implicated

18, 24,

microglial cells, while psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia have implicated excitatory neurons

25

. Findings across psychiatric disorders are less clear. Analyses of individual psychiatric disorders

suggest similar patterns of cell-type associations for disorders including schizophrenia, bipolar

disorder, MDD, and anorexia nervosa, although enrichment was generally strongest for

18, 26

schizophrenia

. However, analyses of psychiatric disorder factors have shown that common

variant enrichment in excitatory and GABAergic genes from human brain cells is limited to a

psychotic disorder factor (comprised of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder), with no enrichment

observed in compulsive (anorexia nervosa, obsessive compulsive disorder, Tourette syndrome),

neurodevelopmental (attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, post-

traumatic stress disorder, and MDD), or internalizing factors (post-traumatic stress disorder, MDD

and anxiety disorders)

27

. Importantly, similar neuronal enrichment has been observed for non-

psychiatric cognitive traits including intelligence, educational attainment, neuroticism, and body

mass index (BMI), which show modest but robust genetic correlations with psychiatric disorders

including schizophrenia

18, 28-30

.

These findings suggest that at the current resolution of analyses (expression differences between all

cell types), common variant enrichment in genes predominantly expressed in neurons is non-specific

and pervasive across various behavioural traits, although the lack of findings for most psychiatric

disorders may also point to differences in statistical power across the GWASs. Future analyses, for

example based on more comprehensive single-cell sequencing of all neuron subtypes, could identify

genes that are specific to certain developmental stages in order to seek out cell types, cell functions

or developmental phases that are specific to schizophrenia. Such analyses using whole-brain

developmental expression profiles have shown enrichment of schizophrenia-associated common

variants in the prefrontal cortex during early midfetal development

31

. Limits on data availability

currently make it difficult to investigate whether these similarities across various traits in common

variant cell type enrichment translate to (ultra-)rare variant enrichment, and is a significant avenue
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for future research, although brain-expressed genes have also been found to be enriched for ultra-

32

rare variants associated with educational attainment

. This is vital as the importance/contribution

of variant classes along the allelic spectrum may vary depending on phenotype.

4, 6

Our study, as well as other results

, further suggest that polygenicity, where very many genetic loci

are implicated in a disorder like schizophrenia, complicates the search for individual risk loci in both

common and (ultra-)rare variant analyses. As gene set analyses are strongly correlated between

GWAS and (ultra-)rare variant analysis, it is not unlikely that analyses at the level of the gene show

similar correlations between common and (ultra)rare variants. Strong correlations at the level of the

gene may call for meta-analysis across GWAS and rare variant studies, or more subtle information

integration that accounts for both the weight of evidence, as well as the regions/features/functions

of the gene that are influenced by rare or common variation.

Our findings should be considered in light of some limitations. Firstly, our findings are limited by the

current definitions of ultra-rare variants, and results might be subject to change if definitions change

as more data becomes available. Secondly, our analyses are likely affected by the size of gene sets.

Larger gene sets likely have more power to detect effects compared to the smaller gene sets. This

was particularly evident in the interaction and synaptic gene sets which had wide confidence

intervals. Finally, our analyses were limited to individuals of European ancestry, making it not

generalizable to individuals of other ancestry. Overall similar analyses typically contain limited non-

European samples, with non-European samples making up 20% of the most recent schizophrenia

GWAS

6

4

and 26% of the most recent WES-based schizophrenia analyses .

In conclusion, we show that there is at least partial overlap in the genes disrupted by both common

and (ultra-)rare variants associated with schizophrenia suggesting involvement of the same

biological mechanisms. Genes influencing neuronal processes as well as genes likely to be under

stringent selection are implicated in schizophrenia aetiology across common and (ultra-)rare
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variants. Future studies integrating information across the allele frequency spectrum might prove

useful in furthering our understanding of schizophrenia aetiology.
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